Questions and answers about Fert O Lawn

Will this product make my lawn grow so fast I have to cut it 2 times per week?
Answer: No, that’s the interesting thing here. You will not get those short fast surges in growth. But
your lawn will thicken up, become more drought resistant and you’ll get a nice solid green colour
which is maintained for an extended period, not just a couple of weeks.
Does Fert O lawn burn?
Its’ very hard to burn with Fert O lawn, even if you accidentally over apply. Just disperse with extra
water if you do over apply on a patch of lawn.
How important is watering the product in?
It’s very important to water in well within 30minutes of application. This is so the nutrients, including
the microbes, are washed down through the grass, onto the soil. The microbes need to get into the
moist soil to start work.
How long do I need to water in for?
About 20minutes should do it. Check to make sure there is no fertiliser chips left on the leaf, then
you’ll know its washed in well.
How frequently should I water each day after applying Fert Lawn?
A short watering daily will keep moisture present so the microbes can do their job. Usually 5-10
minutes per day is enough. This depends on soil type, temperatures and season etc. After the first 3
days resume your usual watering practise but the soil should never dry out completely. Its important
to try to water at the same time each day. All plants, including lawns appreciate this.
Whats the best time of day to water a lawn?
Night watering is good because the moisture loss through evaporation is minimised. Early evening is
good because the moisture has the whole night to benefit the plant before the sun comes out.

